Land rover 300tdi

The Land Rover Tdi engine was an evolution upon the earlier Tdi with many improvements and
refinements for better on road performance. However, it has the same capacity and power as its
predecessor and slightly worse fuel consumption, which has lead some people to downgrade to
the Tdi given the option. The early Tdis had premature timing belt failures resulting in
catastrophic engine damage. Land Rover issued a repair kit which could easily rectify issues
with guide pulley misalignment. Land Rover continued to make the Tdi alongside for the export
market as 'Rest of the World' spec, where EU regulations were not applicable, and for the British
Army who deemed the Electronic control unable to guarantee protection against
Electromagnetic Pulse EMP weapons. Since the Tdi engine is longer than the Tdi, the engine
was moved further forward in the bay, requiring different engine mounts. Check out this list of
items that are what is required as a "service kit" for the Tdi. Which engines had these features
seems to be unrelated to their year built, but you can tell from the VIN number. The character
after the body type shows the type of engine, e. The last character, F or 6 refers to the type of
engine in the Land Rover. The EGR recirculates Nitrous oxides into the engine inlet to be
reburnt, which lowers the intake air temperature and improves efficiency, and also burns more
of the oxides resulting in "cleaner" exhaust emissions. However, over time they can become
clogged with exhaust soot and impair performance, so many owners of older vehicles remove
the system entirely. The EDC engine has a different fuel injection pump which connects to the
accelerator through an electronic signal as opposed to the standard steel cable. It is more
common on the Discovery Tdi. Has the R as standard but also fits the LT77 by changing the
engine back plate to a 2. Toggle navigation. Converting to the Tdi Engine From 2. Problems The
Tdi can suffer from problems relating to low coolant. Fitting a low coolant alarm can solve this
Head gasket issues can become apparant around k miles Early engines had timing belt
misaligment issues. All vehicles should have been retrofitted with a kit by Although the Tdi
engine had been an undoubted technological and sales success, it had certain limitations and
flaws that needed to be rectified. Despite the numerous differences, it was still in essence a
direct-injection version of the older Diesel Turbo engine. It was also considered rather raucous
and unrefined, especially for use in the Discovery and Range Rover models. A special version
of the engine had to be produced to fit the Defender, and problems with weak head gasket had
been identified. The British Army and some other military buyers had not opted for the Tdi
because it could not be fitted with a volt generator for powering radio equipment- instead the
Army continued to buy vehicles with 2. Upcoming European diesel emissions regulations Euro I
meant that Land Rover would be forced to radically alter the engine anyway. The resulting
development project coded Romulus produced the Tdi engine. These included modifications to
the block, cylinder head, fuel injector system and ancillary systems. The crankshaft, pistons
and connecting rods were significantly altered over the Tdi. The most obvious external changes
were the fitting of a rubber acoustic cover over the engine to reduce noise and the change to a
single serpentine belt to drive the ancillaries instead of the multiple V-belts of the older engines.
Emissions regulation included the fitting of an exhaust gas recirculation system. Power and
torque outputs remained the same, and the engine had been specifically designed to be
compatible with all the models in the Land Rover range without any changes. The Tdi was
noticeably smoother and quieter than the Tdi, but was generally found to not be quite as
economical in real-world use. It turned out that the Euro I emissions regulations were not as
severe as Land Rover anticipated, and so the Tdi was able to remain in production until the
introduction of the Euro III rules. When fitted to vehicles with an automatic transmission, power
was increased to horsepower to make up for the power losses in the transmission. These
engines designated 23L had Bosch Electronic Diesel Control systems, where the mechanical
injector system was controlled by a drive-by-wire electronic throttle to reduce emissions. The
Tdi was replaced in by the 5-cylinder Td5, bringing to an end the line of Land Rover 4-cylinder
engines that can be traced back to Increasing emissions laws worldwide and falling sales led to
production of the Tdi ending in A much-modified 2. Although based around the same block and
basic architecture as the Tdi the Power Stroke has major differences such as electronic
common rail injection and new crossflow cylinder head with Overhead camshaft. Land Rover
Defender 2. We also offer collection and fitting throughout Europe. For more information please
get in touch. Recent Posts Cylinder Head Skimming. Engine Reconditioning Process. Tell your
Friends. All Rights Reserved. In the s and s a 2. Land Rover has also used various 4-cylinder, V8
engines and V6 engines developed by other companies, but this article deals only with engines
developed specifically for Land Rover vehicles. Initially the engines used were modified
versions of standard Rover car petrol engines, but the need for dedicated in-house units was
quickly realised. The first engine in the series was the 1. Over 1. From the Td5 engine was fitted
to Land Rover products. Production of these engines originally took place at Rover's satellite
factory and ex- Bristol Hercules engine plant at Acocks Green in Birmingham whilst vehicle

assembly took place at the main Rover works at Solihull. After Land Rover was created as a
distinct division with British Leyland in production of Rover cars at Solihull ceased in A new
engine assembly line was built in the space vacated by the car lines and engine production
started at Solihull in Some Land Rover engines have also been used in cars, vans and boats.
This article only covers engines developed and produced specifically for Land Rover vehicles.
The engines are listed below in the chronological order of their introduction. Throughout the s
there was an increasing demand for a diesel-engined Land Rover. Diesel power had also
become prominent in industrial and agricultural uses throughout the world, and fleet users of
Land Rovers were often in the situation where their Land Rovers were the only petrol-engined
vehicles in their fleet, making spares, servicing and fuel supply more complex. Standard were
Britain's pioneers of road-going small diesel engines with the 20C engine fitted to Ferguson
tractors and the Standard Vanguard car Britain's first diesel car. Rover engineers were able to
study Standard's diesel designs as part of these. The merger was called off, but Rover had
gained vital experience and knowledge in developing small diesel engines. Fuel injection
equipment was from CAV , and the engine used Ricardo's Comet swirl chambers , but with
Rover-developed dimples to produce quieter and smoother running. Heater plugs were fitted to
each combustion chamber to improve starting. The Series II Land Rover launched in was larger,
heavier and more complex than the original, and there was an ever-present need for higher
powered engines. A new, larger petrol engine specifically developed for the Land Rover was
needed. This was partly due to the commonality between petrol and diesel versions making the
petrol version somewhat over-engineered for the job; they retained the extraordinary strength
characteristics of the diesel while being much less stressed. The only major change to the
design was the fitting of a 5-bearing crankshaft in , which improved bottom-end strength and
refinement. In the slightly altered Series IIA was launched. As well as some suspension and
steering system changes, the biggest update was an improved diesel engine. Like the 2. It was
built on the same production line as the petrol engine and the flexibility of the basic design was
much in evidence- for example, where the diesel engines had their fuel injector pumps, the
petrol engine had its distributor fitted. Although it offered a modest improvement in power and a
useful jump in torque, the main benefit of the new diesel engine was that it was much quieter
and more efficient than the older unit. In this application the engine gained a reputation for very
short service life and unreliability. This was caused by the significantly greater times spent at
idle speed in the Black Cab than in the Land Rover. Solihull engineers had warned Carbodies ,
builders of the FX4R that this would cause problems as at idle speed the engine's oil pressure
dropped, causing the automatic tensioner unit for the timing chain to not operate fully. At the
high number of hours spent at idle speed taxi drivers tended to leave the engines idling for long
period whilst waiting for passengers or when off-duty as well as all the time spent in stationary
traffic in London this caused the timing chains to stretch, causing incorrect fuel injection timing
which greatly reduced engine life. There is also evidence of the 10J engine being offered as a
conversion for Volga saloon cars by a Belgium-based company. Land Rover's radically updated
product line was launched in Initially only the long-wheelbase One Ten was available and it was
sold with the same engine line-up as the preceding Series III model- 2. This was little more than
an updated version of the existing diesel unit [32] at this time 22 years old. The stroke was
lengthened to improve torque, and an updated cylinder head was used to reduce noise and
emissions. A more modern injector pump improved fuel economy and an improved glow plug
system improved cold-starting performance. The most significant change was the swapping of
the chain-driven camshaft for one driven by a fibre toothed belt , which also drove the
repositioned injector pump. To reduce engine weight, extensive use of aluminium castings was
made for the cambelt case, vacuum pump, rocker cover and other parts. The 2. They received
the designations 14J and 15J respectively. Being fitted with a timing belt rather than a chain the
15J engine suffered none of the reliability problems in the FX4 that its 10J predecessor had
encountered see above. The engine became a special-order only option after the introduction of
turbodiesel engines see below but remained in production and popular with military and some
commercial buyers until Late military-spec engines had a centrifugal separator in the breather
system, allowing excess oil to drain back to the sump. These engines were designated 13J.
These later, modified engines were the first in their class small capacity high-speed diesels to
pass the Ministry of Defence 's arduous hour durability trial. At the launch of the Ninety Land
Rover had insisted that there would not be a 2. The larger petrol engine was launched in having
been developed under the codename 'Project Harrier' and, like its 2. The key difference was that
the petrol engine retained its timing chain, [42] since it lacked the need to drive an injector
pump. The cylinder head was adapted to use unleaded fuel. As before, the engine was smooth
and refined, and provided the Land Rover with adequate road performance. It remained a
popular option in Africa and other areas where fuel prices or the simplicity of the engine made it

an attractive option. It remained available until ; although by this time sales had dwindled to
almost nothing in the face of a new generation of refined diesel engines. Land Rover's global
sales collapsed during the early s. Land Rover suffered from poor build quality and materials
during the s and by the then-current Series III model was distinctly outdated, despite recent
improvements. Project Falcon was started in to develop a turbocharged version of this engine.
New pistons with Teflon -coated crowns and Nimonic steel exhaust valves were used to
withstand higher combustion temperatures. The crankshaft was cross-drilled for improved
strength and cooling. The engine was fitted with a high-capacity breather system to cope with
the greater volumes of gas flow through the engine. Most serious were failed main and big-end
bearings and splits or cracks in the block. The engine's higher internal temperatures meant that
the cooling system also had to be maintained to a much higher standard than the earlier
engines. Further changes were made in , this time to the breather system to prevent oil being
drawn into the air filter. Despite these issues, the Diesel Turbo was a strong seller. It was the
standard engine for the UK and European markets and Land Rover's sales increased after its
introduction. The Tdi was one of the first mass-produced small-capacity i. Developed under the
codename Gemini , the Tdi was planned from the start to be used on all Land Rover's products.
It also used many ancillary parts used on the older engines. An aluminium alloy cylinder head
reduced weight and noise, a new Bosch injection system gave improved running characteristics
and better starting performance. An intercooler boosted power and efficiency further. Lessons
learnt from the Diesel Turbo were included, such as the fitment of an inertial separator in the
breather system to remove oil before crankcase gases were returned to the air intake. Initially
turbocharged and naturally aspirated diesel versions and a carburettor-fed petrol version were
to be produced. The direct-injection system meant that only machining of the injector sockets
was needed to allow the fitment of spark plugs. However, the performance and economy of the
turbodiesel version was such that the other variants were not produced. It was then fitted to the
utility Land Rover renamed the Defender in late Most obviously the turbocharger was retained in
the Diesel Turbo's high mounting position on top of the manifolds in the Defender, rather than
being tucked under the manifolds in the original Discovery version. In the Range Rover it has a
14L engine number. Although the older petrol and naturally aspirated diesel units were
theoretically still available, the Tdi had better performance and economy than any of them, and
so dominated the sales figures. Although the Tdi engine had been an undoubted technological
and sales success, it had certain limitations and flaws that needed to be rectified. Despite the
numerous differences, it was still in essence a direct-injection version of the older Diesel Turbo
engine. The resulting development project coded Romulus produced the Tdi engine. These
included modifications to the block , cylinder head , fuel injector system and ancillary systems.
The crankshaft , pistons and connecting rods were significantly altered over the Tdi. Emissions
regulation included the fitting of an exhaust gas recirculation system. Power and torque outputs
remained the same, and the engine had been specifically designed to be compatible with all the
models in the Land Rover range without any changes. These engines designated 23L had
Bosch Electronic Diesel Control systems, where the mechanical injector system was controlled
by a drive-by-wire electronic throttle to reduce emissions. The Td5 engine was loosely based on
the Rover Group's L-series diesel engine. Following Ford's acquisition of Land Rover in , the
engine was used in Brazilian-built Ford pick-up trucks as well. A much-modified 2. Although
based around the same block and basic architecture as the Tdi the Power Stroke has major
differences such as electronic common rail injection and new crossflow cylinder head with
Overhead camshaft. By the mids the Rover Group was looking to rationalise its engine ranges
and produce new designs that would be able to meet emissions legislation for the foreseeable
future. The existing L-Series 2-litre diesel was not suitable for use in Land Rover products and
could not be developed into such a unit. It was decided to design a new diesel engine family
that could be produced in various capacities and states of tune suitable for all of Rover's needs.
The development was codenamed Project Storm and design responsibility was given to Land
Rover who were to build the engines. The Storm utilised Electronic Unit Injection by Lucas at
the time this technology was rare on small-capacity engine, being used only on large
commercial vehicles and a cross-flow aluminium alloy cylinder head on a cast-iron block. The
designers had aimed at increasing servicing intervals so the engine incorporated both
conventional and centrifugal oil filters. The electronic systems included an 'anti-stall' system to
allow heavy loads to be started from rest at idle speed and two programmed operating modes
for road and off-road use. The Storm design encompassed 4-, 5- and 6-cylinder engines of 2, 2.
In the event the takeover of the Rover Group by BMW , who brought their own range of diesel
engines, made the Storm engine largely redundant. Offering more power and greater refinement
than the Tdi the Td5 greatly improved the appeal of the Discovery but caused concern amongst
many operators of the Defender due to its electronic engine management systems which were

considered to be less reliable and more difficult to repair 'in the field' than the mechanical
injection systems used on previous Land Rover diesel engines. In deference to these concerns
including those voiced by the British Army Land Rover kept the Tdi in production for fitment to
special-order vehicles see above. It transpired that the Td5's electronics were highly reliable.
Early engines suffered two isolated mechanical failuresâ€”sudden and complete failure of the
oil pump drive and 'cylinder head shuffle' caused by weak retaining studs. Both these faults
were fixed within 2 years of the engine starting production and the Td5 is now considered
highly reliable. In the engine was improved to reach Euro 3 antipollution stage, and an EGR
Valve system was introduced. Electronics were also updated to improve the low-speed throttle
response which had been prone to producing a jerky power delivery in off-road or towing
situations. The engine has proved itself on numerous expeditions in hostile terrain including
Land Rover's own G4 Challenge. Production of the Td5 at Solihull ceased that year making it the
last Land Rover-designed-and-built engine. Under the terms of the agreement Santana would
initially build Land Rovers from Complete Knock Down kits shipped from Britain, but locally
manufactured content would gradually be increased until the entire vehicles were built from
scratch in Spain. Santana would also have exclusive sales rights in Spain, South America,
Central America and North Africa, selling both Santana- and Land Rover-badged vehicles in
these markets where necessary. Production at Santana started in From Santana began to
improve and modify the Land Rover design to meet the demands of its own markets. These
were the common demands of more power, better ride comfort and improved refinement. To
this end Santana produced several unique versions of the Land Rover engine designs it had
rights to. In the early s when Land Rover was looking for ways to improve its engine range,
especially its diesels, the Santana engines were looked at. The 6-cylinder version was
considered too large and heavy for the Range Rover but a turbocharged 5-cylinder variant was
considered since it provided an ideal blend of power, weight and size. In the end production
reasons meant that Land Rover favoured a diesel version of the Rover V8 instead. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Engine fitted to a Series I Land Rover,
which has been restored in a non-original colour scheme. A late Turbo-diesel engine ,
incorporating all the design changes. This Defender-spec Tdi has been retro-fitted into an
earlier vehicle. It lacks the intercooler fitted to the standard engine and has the alternator
mounted in a different location. A Tdi, seen here in a Discovery Series I. Unlike the previous Tdi
engine a single version of a Tdi was used for all Land Rover models. Categories : Land Rover
engines Lists of engines. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. OHV , chain drive camshaft , push-rod operated. Engine with the later
5-bearing crank. Solex up to , Zenith up to or Weber carburetors post [12]. VE rotary pump and
two-stage injectors with EDC system on versions with automatic transmission. OHC ,
chain-driven camshaft. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Land Rover engines. This
engine is not suitable for the conversion. This engine conversion is quite involved but we have
developed a series of conversion kits, to allow the engine to be fitted with no welding work to
the chassis, however the battery tray will need removing and the battery fitting under the Left
Hand seat. We have developed this conversion with customers in mind that have rebuilt their
vehicles on to a galvanised chassis. The Turbo outlet will need rotating for the conversion, and
a new boost control unit mounting bracket is supplied. For this 2 holes will need drilling and
tapping. The TDI alternator will foul the chassis, so we have relocated the TDI alternator and
again we supply a special mounting bracket and drive belt for this. These parts are supplied in
the engine bay kit. However the TDI flywheel housing will need some alterations to suit the
adaption to mate up to the Series bellhousing. This involves drilling out and tapping one hole to
take a bell housing stud. As the engine is turbo charged and intercooled we have developed the
conversion kits to allow the intercooler to be fitted in models with head lights in the front panel,
and all Left Hand Drive models, an alteration to the intercooler will be necessary and specialist
aluminium welding will be required for this. Models with head lights in the wings there are no
intercooler alterations required, we can supply intercooler pipe kits for all these combinations.
We need details when ordering. The cooling system is quite complex for the conversion, we
have to use the TDI radiator and intercooler assembly including the frame work, you will need
the header tank also from the donor vehicle. We have used a combination of specially made
hoses and other hoses for the conversion, we have a specially manufactured a stainless steel
jointer to allow the cooling system filler hose and heater return hoses to connect to the bottom
hose, we supply a cable or hand operated heater shut off valve and the radiator mounting
brackets with fixings, and stainless steel hose clips, temperature sensor and adaptor, some
minor alterations to the heater connection hose will be required on LHD and models with flat or
round heaters. Both the Defender and Discovery radiator frames can be used, alterations are

required for the frames to be adapted to fit the vehicle. We make special exhaust systems for
this conversion in a larger bore and to suite the turbo engine, for both Short Wheel Base and
Long Wheel Base including Left Hand Drive models. These are made from aluminised mild steel
and come with all the nuts, bolts and washers plus mounting brackets and hanger rubbers etc.
We can supply an air filter adaptor kit to allow the Discovery TDI air filter housing and intake
hose to be used, this kit comprises of mounting bracket, pipe connecters and stainless steel
hose clips nuts and bolts to suit. The electrical alterations will depend on the model of Series
Land Rover you are fitting the engine in to. Other alterations will be required, negative earth
models with a dynamo will need altering to take an alternator, Series 3 models will be easier to
convert, we would recommend using the Land Rover workshop manuals to assist with the
wiring changes for the relevant models and the also for the TDI donor vehicle. We have
designed the conversion kit components to make the conversion look as neat as possible and
not look like a conversion. We have been asked many times about fitting the R gearbox from the
TDI Discovery, along with the transfer box. When the TDI engine is fitted to Series models, the
engine bay is full with no room to move the engine forward, the R gearbox is very long
especially if someone wants to fit the LT transfer box at the same time. There is a version of the
R with a short bellhousing, this is the same length as the Defender LT77 but is still much longer
than the Series gearboxes. The Series main gearbox is These dimensions are from the
bellhousing face to the transfer box face. So the extra length will move the transfer box back.
The ratio of the Series transfer box is similar to the Discovery LT ratio so with standard axle
ratio of 4. The Series gearbox with overdrive fitted especially in LWB models is probably the
best compromise of speed performance and reliability, as it is not easy to change the rear axle
ratio on vehicles with the Salisbury rear axle fitted. SWB models can have 3. Models running 7.
We have many customers that are fitting Tdi engines to vehicles that have been rebuilt with
galvanised chassis, fitting the LT77 or the short R gearbox plus the extra length of the transfer
box adapter plate this will require the transfer box cross member and the hand brake pivot
bracket moving back along the chassis and this will involve some welding work, customers do
not want to do any chassis welding to a galvanised chassis. Also the propshafts will need
altering in length. There will be a front propshaft to chassis crossmember clearance problem
when the suspension is fully extended. The gear levers will need altering on some installations,
along with the transmission tunnel cover and floor plates. The exhaust intermediate pipe would
need altering to go round the new position of the transfer box mounting. We have developed the
engine conversion with no welding to the chassis, so fitting the later gearboxes will add a lot
more complications. So we feel that retaining the Series gearbox with an overdrive is much
simpler and if driven sensibly will last many years with regular oil changes. We would strongly
recommend you speak to your insurance company before you do the conversion as some
insurance companies do not allow modified vehicles on their books, you may need to change
companies. There are plenty of specialist companies advertised in the Land Rover Magazines
that can cater for modified vehicles. This is normal practice and most garages will be able to
help you with this. You will need to inform DVLA of the new engine number for your logbook We
would strongly recommend uprating the vehicles braking system and headlights. Intercooler
pipes turbo housing rotated, bottom hose and heater return pipe details. Oil cooler pipes,
alternator relocated, air filter bracket in place and heater valve. Subscribe to our Youtube
Channel. The engine is basically the same with only the air filter being different. We recommend
using the Discovery air filter as these are more available. To carry out this conversion we think
you need a reasonable amount of mechanical knowledge and also electrical knowledge. You will
also need facilities to lift an engine this heavy. You will also need a reasonable amount of tools
to carry out the work. There is no welding involved with this conversion. All the kits come with
comprehensive instructions. We suggest that they are read through before commencing the
actual conversion. Click here for parts. All Cards Accepted. Connect With Us. There are no
products. Continue Shopping. Skip to main content. Include description. Land Rover 10 Items
Number of Cylinders. Not Specified 5 Items 5. Engine Size. Not Specified 8 Items 8. Fuel Type.
Diesel 6 Items 6. Not Specified 4 Items 4. Remanufactured 6 Items 6. Used 2 Items 2. For parts or
not working 2 Items 2. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts
Offers 2. Auction 2. Buy It Now 8. Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller.
Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition
Remanufactured Used For parts or not working. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View
Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save land rover tdi engine to get e-mail alerts
and updates on your eBay Feed. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Results
matching fewer words. Last one. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in

new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. I try to always
have at least one or two Tdi engine kits in stock. Make your Rover reliable again, and get great
mileage, too. Want to do a power swap? This is a great time to make your truck fun with a
manual transmission. Call us at to discuss your specific needs and we will put a price together
for your custom kit. If necessary, engine block may be spruced up a bit at this time. Everything
properly timed using correct equipment. Custom made hoses and pipes mean you do not have
to make your own, look for adapters or fittings or have to buy anything else to hook up your
engine. My 1 Seller! Oil galley plugs removed, cleaned out and replaced. Crankshaft polished. If
out of spec, it is replaced with a new one. This is one of several things the bargain rebuilders
never do. Pressure tested and skimmed. Big benefit is that brand new Tdi cylinder heads are
still available for very reasonable prices, while those for the Tdi are not. This also allows the use
of brand-new, much more affordable Tdi diesel injectors. Consider this the best of both engines
in one! Include radiator, intercooler and associated pipework. Engine wiring harness when
necessary , glow plug timer relay. Motor mounts and chassis mounts when necessary, or
different than your existing. Complete engine with all accessories mounted on. Does not include
air conditioning components unless specified when placing order. We do make our own custom
brackets to mount V8 compressor to our engines so you do not have to evacuate any freon.
Proper air cleaner and diesel filter housing assemblies and new filters. I have photo diaries of
engine swap job you can have access to to make the job easier. When ordering complete kit
with transmission, you also get: Healthy 5-speed manual transmission Lt77 or R depending on
kit. Transmission cross-member. Shift sticks and boots for finished clean look inside truck.
When necessary, front drive line. Pedal box assembly with clutch pedal and hydraulics for
clutch. In the case of an automatic, you get correct diesel automatic transmission and LT
center-locking differential. Defender-Versions of the kit will also come with: Correct version of
the transmission with short bellhousing. When specifying R transmission, kit will come with
correct seat box assembly, transmission hump and floor panels. New camshaft front seal fitted.
If at all worn, new fitted and matched to bearings. Coming Soon ; Mitsubishi Delica 2. Contact e:
zombiemotors earthlink. Give us a call or send us an email to schedule a time to swing by. This
is a subject I am asked about a lot, so in this post I will show you how to make your sluggish Tdi
go like a chipped engine, with out the use of any electronics. Firstly you need to check a few
things about your engine. Now you can see the diaphragm, you will see that the diaphragm sits
about 7mm away from the housing, it is this gap that needs adjusting, about 3mm is needed.
You need to turn the wheel clockwise to screw it down, use a flat blade screw driver and adjust
until you have 4mm less rise, you can use a steel ruler to measure this. This is the plunger, on
the back of the diaphragm. You will see it has an eccentric off-centre tapered shaft, refit the
plunger with deepest off set towards the front of the engine, this will give maximum fuel boost,
if there is too much black smoke you can turn the plunger back a bit. You can see that the
plunger is now 90 deg turned to the right and that the diaphragm sits much lower in the
housing, refit the cover and 4 screws. The next part of this post covers fitting a Turbo Boost
Valve. I have heard many mixed reviews on this subject, if you search on the many Land Rover
forums you will find tonnes of mixed opinions. I have never fitted a boost controller to any of my
previous Land Rovers, so to put it to the test I have fitted one to our Discovery so I can assess
whether they are worth fitting or not. A common fault with turbo charged engines is a stuck
waste gate valve. This usually happens if the engine has not been run for a while. If the waste
gate is stuck shut it will cause the engine to over boost, and in turn damage the engine. The
waste gate actuator and rod are located behind the turbo Tdi. You can just see the rod and lock
nut in the above picture. I use a large old screw driver with a slot ground in the end to release
the stuck waste gate valve, this fits over the actuator rod to stop it slipping off. Put the screw
driver through the gap between the manifold and the turbo and locate it on the rod, slide the
screw driver until it reached the lock nut, you need to lever the rod forwards towards the front of
the engine, you will notice it is usually quite stiff to move. If the waste gate is seized you may
need to apply WD40 onto the arm then try small movements to get it moving. Good info. I want
to try the injection pump adjustment on my tdi. Looking forward to seeing more about the turbo
boot valve. Hi James! Good clear info! BUT damn I am eager to to give it a go! Thanks for the
liquid gasket heads up. I am sure there are a few gaskets LT95 overdrive which are going to be a
pig to find. Glad the liquid gasket advice helped you out, we will be selling this soon on our blog
shop coming soon! In terms of the instructions they give, sometimes they are not the best, but a
front axle is not over complicated so I would say give it a try! As a tip, if I was only changing a
front diff, and not doing work on brakes or hubs at the same time, and time is an issue I would
unbolt the swivel housing, complete with hub and brakes from the axle case. Then remove the
diff. They can be an absolute pig to unbolt though. Hi, my car is the same. Unfortunately the

garage have tried all of the above except the turbo. No joy. If the filter is not actually attached to
the injectors do you think it could have been missed? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Obviously I cannot see your Land Rover to check it out myself, and I can only go on the
information you have given, so advising a definite solution is not possible , but generally the
injectors are very reliable, the injector pumps can however fail, if the injector pump is over
fueling this will result in producing black smoke. Is the garage you have taken your Land Rover
to experienced in working on Land Rovers, or is it the kind of garage that deal with all sorts of
cars? If you are not careful the garage could end up replacing every component in the fueling
system in an effort to find the problem and fix it. This could end up costing a fortune. This is a
massive improvement that we are happy with, and I would strongly recommend doing the whole
lot, i. Are you considering fitting one and have you tried the tuning tip? Hi , great info on the
adjustment of fuelling etc, surely it would be safe to advise fitting if ETG as over furling can
cause meltdown in cylinders. I have made the adjustments you have generously posted and it
has made a significant change. The power is day and night. I fitted an egt gauge, boost gauge,
and boost controller. I am waiting for my Allisport inter-cooler for the finishing touch. Hi Mate i
have just turned up both the diaphragm and the fuel screw and i agree its a new beast
altogether not too much smoke but the power is awesome think i will fit a boost gauge next
want to know what she is boosting at. Hi just made the decision to go ahead with the fuel pump
changes after umming and arring. Wo what a complete different car l so wish I had done this
sooner. Thanks for the clear advice on what to do. If anybody is thinking whether or not to do
this do it see the difference. Many thanks Richard. Hi James, great-step by step guideâ€¦. Could
you comment a bit on the impact of these adjustments on fuel consumption? Please advise
where I would get that tap thingy for the turbo. Hello from Brisbane Queensland Australia. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Land Rover Tdi tuning
and Tdi. Previous Next. Firstly you have to unscrew the 4 screws, you can leave the boost pipe
on. Now you can see the toothed adjuster wheel, this alters the spring height for the diaphragm.
I hope this post helps you, but remember not to get a speeding fine!!! About the Author: James.
Hello, I'm James, I would like to inspire you with your Land Rover whether it be to re-build,
modify or carry out maintainance on it, especially if your on a budget!! I started my Land Rover
affair when I was I bought a Series 3 that needed repairing to get it on the road. I quickly moved
on to modifying Land Rovers and then Range Rovers, I did a lot of off roading in the 90's, I have
done repairs for people on their Landies and broken a few for spares. I have had many, I
stopped counting at 50 some good and some sheds. I really like spending time most of my time
on, in and under Land Rovers have come to realise that I would like to share some of what I
know with others. Being a Yorkshire man I
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like to save money where ever I can and so I will be sharing any money saving tips and
showing you the things I do to be more frugal. I hope you enjoy my blog, I look forward to
hearing your comments. Related Posts. Hi Dave Glad the liquid gasket advice helped you out,
we will be selling this soon on our blog shop coming soon! Let me know how you get on. Hi
Jennie Obviously I cannot see your Land Rover to check it out myself, and I can only go on the
information you have given, so advising a definite solution is not possible , but generally the
injectors are very reliable, the injector pumps can however fail, if the injector pump is over
fueling this will result in producing black smoke. Regards Neil. Thanks again for your post. Hi
James, Could you comment a bit on the impact of these adjustments on fuel consumption?
Thanks, Tom. Great piece! Do you know how I would go about resetting my tdi back to standard
factory type settings? Fingers crossed! Leave A Comment Cancel reply Comment.

